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Abstract— In the era of evidence based medicine, accurate diagnosis is essential prior to treatment. In some situations tissue 
sampling is done under CT guidance to obtain the accurate diagnosis. Currently there is no accurate method to do such 
diagnosis as doctors use eye ball method to find the trajectory of the needle using CT image. In this research paper a robotic 
arm is designed that can reach the target point by just taking coordinate points of the target as input. The coordinate of the 
target point can be found from a computed tomography (CT) image. The main focus behind modeling this robotic arm is to 
make it space efficient ,cost effective and suitable for medical environment with precision. This robotic arm has 6 links and 3 
degrees of freedom with R-R-R joints. Designing of the robotic arm is done in CREO software. Forward and inverse 
Kinematics is used to formulate the equation used in evaluating and graphing of the workspace of the robotic arm using 
MATLAB software. Joint space method and Cartesian space method is used to evaluate the Path to be traced by the end 
needle of the robotic arm. Simulation and Path tracing is done in MATLAB software using more than one target coordinate 
points. The results of the simulation show that the level of error is negligible and well acceptable in medical environment. To 
make the robotic arm cost efficient Acetal material can be used as it is cheap, FDA approved and suitable in medical 
environment. 
 
Keywords— Robotic Arm for Medical Purpose, 6 Link Mechanism, 3-DOF, CREO, MATLAB, Simulation and Path 
Tracing. 
  
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Diagnosis is the key to curing any disease. Proper, 
accurate and timely diagnosis can be the huge 
difference between a patient's life and death. Hence, 
researches done to develop these fields are very 
important. When dealing with life and death it is 
necessary to eliminate all sorts of errors and 
discrepancies. This research aims at bringing 
technology and human lives closer. Successful 
medical treatment depends also on accurate 
diagnosis, but the availability of doctors of various 
specializations is limited, especially in provincial 
hospitals. Hence, in this research we have focused on 
designing and modeling a robotic arm that is easy to 
use, requires less storage space, is cost efficient and 
suitable for medical environment parameters that will 
help in diagnostics using CT guided image procedure. 
Robotic surgery is known to be used recently in all 
surgery and has shown many success in  removing 
tumor cells and aided successfully in microsurgeries. 
Surgeons can remotely access the robot and they will 
be able to do surgery with much comfort and 
precision. But the only problem is that robotic 
diagnostic is not very popular as it is very costly. In a 
research paper named "Critical Analysis of Robotic 
Surgery for Laryngeal tumors" by [8]Francisco 
Esteban et al they have mentioned the advantages and 
disadvantages of using the da Vinci robot for 
laryngeal tumor surgery and there was only one 
disadvantage that being the cost. From this research 
we are trying to make this robotic arm cost efficient 
so that it can be used in many hospitals for accurate 
diagnosis of tumors and cancer cells. A research 
named "A Novel Robotic System for Single-port 

Urologic Surgery: First Clinical Investigation" by 
[2]Jihad H. Kaouk et al is done to do urological 
surgery by a laparoscopic procedure through a single 
abdominal incision using robotic arm. This procedure 
proved to be successful and postoperative pain was 
less. Yet another research named "Robotic rectal 
resection for cancer: A prospective cohort study to 
analyze surgical, clinical and oncological outcomes." 
by [11]Amilcare Parisi et al used robotic approach in 
patients with rectal cancer. this research was proven 
to be safe and feasible for rectal surgery of tissue 
dissection. A robotic project by 
[13]Dr.Ing. Angelika Peer named REMEDI is designed 
to do diagnosis like checking pulse stiffness of 
different organs of the stomach and it can send the 
data report to doctors over large distance via internet.  
We believe that robotic technology is the future of 
medical science and it will aid doctors in doing more 
precise treatments. This robotic arm will also help 
patients in getting quicker diagnosis of their illness. 
As we are trying to make it much more cost efficient 
normal hospitals could be able to afford it. We will 
make a working model of this robotic arm to get the 
experimental results for our future pursuit of this 
research. 
 
II. DETAILS EXPERIMENTAL  
 
2.1. Methods ,Procedures and Materials used 
Currently there is no absolutely accurate method to 
determine the trajectory of the needle used in biopsy 
as doctors use eyeball method to insert the needle 
using CT image. The eyeball method is less accurate 
and time consuming. The other options for accurate 
biopsy available with the help of a robotic arm are 
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very costly and cannot be afforded by common 
hospitals. The robotic arm designed in this research 
paper can help doctors in CT guided image 
procedures like biopsies used to diagnose the type of 
tumor and cancer cells that are observable in the CT 
image. Using the equations of forward and inverse 
kinematics we have successfully designed a robotic 
arm that can go to a target point by just taking the 
coordinates of the target point as input and taking the 
base link as reference point. We have productively 
devised the equation for the same. The coordinates of 
the target point can be found with the help of CT 
image. Designing and modeling of this robotic arm is 
done by using CREO software in such a way that the 
robotic arm is space efficient. Solving of equation 
and evaluation of workspace is done in MATLAB 
Software. The workspace is evaluated in 3d and 2d 
for better standpoint. The robotic arm comprises of 6 
link  open chain with R-R-R joints and it has 3 - 
DOF(degrees of freedom) giving the last link 
apposite motion in 3-axis space. The link lengths 
have been assumed considering the dimensions of a 
human body lying on a table. Simulation and 
Trajectory tracing of the robotic arm is done in 
MATLAB software. Path tracing and Simulation of 
this model gives us a good idea about how the 
mechanism of the model will work. Path tracing of 
this robotic arm is done using Joint space theory and 
Cartesian space theory. This robotic arm will be 
autonomous with minimum intervention needed by a 
human being. Use of robotics reduces the 
complications in treatment, surgery and diagnosis of a 
disease. 
The material that can be used in production of this 
robotic arm is acetal sheet and rod material. this 
material is cheap, medical grade as it is FDA 
approved. Currently Acetal material products are 
being used in medical environment. Using this 
material will reduce the cost of the robotic arm 
significantly thus making it cost efficient. 
Features of Acetal Sheets and Rods: 

 Low moisture absorption 
 High strength and stiffness 
 Easy to machine 
 Standard acetal is made from Copolymer 

resin. 
 FDA & NSF Compliant. 

 
Table1:DENAVIT-HARTENBERG 

PARAMETERS OF THE ROBOTIC ARM. 

  
푙  = length of base = 20 cm 
푙  = length of waist link = 55cm 

푙  = length of shoulder link = 45cm 
푙  = length of arm link = 40cm 
푙  = length of forearm link = 30cm 
푙  = length of end needle link = 15cm 
휃  = orientation angle of the waist link 
휃  = orientation angle of the shoulder link 
휃  = orientation angle of the arm link 
휃  = orientation angle of the forearm link 
휃  = orientation angle of the end needle link 
d2=-14.78cm                                                            
d3=-3.3cm                                                                   
d4=-3.3cm                                                                
d5=-2 cm 
X, Y and Z are the target coordinate points found 
from CT image. 
 
2.2 Designing: 

 
Fig 1: Top view of the robotic arm 

 
This fig shows all the links present in the robotic arm 
namely base, waist, shoulder, arm, forearm and end 
needle 
 

 
Fig 2: Top view of the robotic arm 

 
This figure shows that each link is over other , this 
gives each link the freedom to rotate complete 360 
degrees.  

 
Fig 3: 3D view of the robotic arm 
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This fig shows the size scale of the robotic arm with 
respect to a average human body on a surgical table. 
 

 
Fig 4: Stick figure of the robotic arm 

 
This figure shows the stick figure of the robotic arm 
generated in MATLAB. Simulation and path tracing 
is done using this stick figure .This figure shows the 
name of each link and joints used in this robotic arm. 
 
Formulas and equations: 
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These are the equations that are formulated using 
inverse and forward kinematics. X, Y and Z are the 
target coordinate points found from CT image. 
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This is the transformation matrix of the end needle 
with respect to the base. 'S' signifies 'sine' and 'C' 
signifies 'cosine'. 
For trajectory planning of the robotic arm a fifth 
degree polynomial is used. with constraints like 
(i) Initial position, (ii) Initial velocity (iii) Initial 
acceleration, (iv) Final position, (v) Final velocity 
(vi) Final acceleration. 
q(t) = a0 + a1t +a2t2

 +a3t3 +a4t4
 +a5t5  

t signifies time and an (n = 0 to 5) signifies constants. 
 
2.3 Workspace   
The workspace of robot manipulator is defined as 
the set of points that can be reached by its end‐needle. 

Fig 5: 3D view of workspace of the robotic arm 
 
This figure shows the X-Y-Z 3D view of the work 
space. In this Figure it is visible that the movement of 
the robotic arm can be done in 3D space. Red color 
shows the positive part of workspace in Z direction 
while blue color shows the negative part of 
workspace in Z direction. 
  

Fig 6: X-Y view of workspace of the robotic arm 
 
This figure shows the X-Y view of the work space. 
This Workspace forms a graph resembling the 
elliptical shape  in which the robotic arm is placed at 
(0,0). 
 

Fig 7: X-Z view of workspace of the robotic arm 
 
This figure shows the X-Z view of the work space. 
This graph shows that robotic arm has a wide range 
for movement. 

Fig 8: Y-Z view of workspace of the robotic arm 
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This figure shows the X-Z view of the work space. 
this graph shows the possible motion of the end 
needle of the robotic arm in a wide range of 
coordinate points equally in positive and negative 
direction. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1. Trajectory tracing and simulation 
In order to trace the trajectory and simulate this 
robotic arm, some values of target point are assumed. 
These target points are 
First Target:      X1 = -20.00, Y1 = 60.00, Z1 = -10.00 
Second Target: X2 = -50.00, Z2 = 60.00, Y2 = 80.00 
 
At idle position  the D-H parameter  'θ' (theta) of the 
robotic arm are: 
 

Table 2: Orientation of the links at idle(Zero) 
position. 

 
 

 
Fig 9: The robotic arm at Idle position 

 
This figure shows the robotic arm in idle position. 
Each link is one over another when the robotic arm is 
not in use. This figure also shows the coordinate point 
of the end needle when it will be in open position and 
also first and second target points that are taken as an 
example for the simulation and Path tracing. 
At open position  the D-H parameter  'θ' (theta) of the 
robotic arm are: 
 

Table 3: Orientation of the links at idle(Zero) 
position. 

 

 
Fig 10: The robotic arm at Open position 

 
This figure shows the robotic arm at open position. A 
path is traced by the end needle in this figure from its 
idle position to its open position. The path traced is 
shown with a blue line.  
 

Fig 11: The robotic arm at First Target point 
 
This figure shows the robotic arm at first target 
coordinate point. First target point is the coordinate at 
which the end needle will be when itis just touching 
the skin on a human body. A path is traced by the end 
needle in this figure from its open position to First 
target point. The path traced is shown with a blue 
line. 
 

 
Fig 12:The robotic arm at Second Target Point. 
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This figure shows the robotic arm at the second target 
coordinate point. Second target point is the coordinate 
point of the end needle inside the human body where 
the CT image shows the tumor or cancer tissue. A 
path is traced by the end needle in this figure from its 
First target point to the second target point. The path 
traced is shown with a blue line. 
 

 
Fig 13: Path Traced by the robotic arm 

 
This figure shows the complete Path traced from the 
idle position to the second target point by the robotic 
arm in 3 D axis system. The path traced is in blue 
colored line and the target coordinates are shown with 
red '*'. 
 
3.2. Level of error in tracing the path. 

Fig 14: Zoomed in view of Fig 13 at First Target point 
 
This figure shows the level of error made by the 
robotic arm in reaching and starting from the First 
target coordinate point. The level of error here is in 
mm and it is very small. 

 
Table 4: Error found in Tracing First Target point 

 

Fig 15: Zoomed in view of Fig 13 at Second Target point 
 
This figure shows the level of error made by the 
robotic arm in reaching Second  target coordinate 
point. The level of error here is in mm and it is very 
small. 
 

Table 5: Error found in Tracing Second Target 
point 

 
 
Form the above figures and table one can concur that 
there is a very minute error in reaching the target 
point but the level of error  is in the order of  ±0.0001 
mm. Which is well within tolerance limits in medical 
environment usage conditions.  
Hence the model  for this robotic arm can be 
considered  successfully efficient. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Medical Technology is a wide field of study that 
needs much more thinking and research. This paper 
has successfully attempted to enhance the field of 
medical technology by designing a robotic arm that 
can be used for diagnosis of cancer and tumor cells 
by CT Image guided procedures such as biopsy.  

1. This model of the robotic arm designed in 
CREO software is very space efficient when 
it is in idle position.  

2. As the robotic arm needs to be defined with 
a workspace the evaluation of its workspace 
is done in MATLAB software in such a way 
that the main area of focus is where the 
surgical table will be kept. the end needle 
can also operate in both positive and 
negative direction. 

3. The robotic arm can move to any coordinate 
within its workspace by just taking the end 
coordinate as input. Forward and Inverse 
kinematics is used to formulate the equation 
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for the same. These equations were resolved 
using MATLAB software. 

4. Simulation and Trajectory tracing of this 
robotic arm is successfully done in 
MATLAB. Joint space and Cartesian space 
methods were productively used the evaluate 
the path taken by the  end needle of the 
robotic arm. Errors (±0.0001 mm) in 
reaching the target point is shown in a graph 
and the level of error is well within the 
tolerance limits for medical Environment 
usage. 

5. The material that can be used for this robotic 
arm is acetal material , which will reduce the 
cost of robotic arm making it cost efficient. 

Seeing the success of the above analytical research 
more research will be done using experimental values 
from a working robotic arm model.     
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